FOR OVER 30 YEARS
TRUCK CAP SPECIALISTS
WWW.RANGERIDER.COM
THE LIFESTYLE COLLECTION
SLEEK CURVES AND STYLISH DESIGN
APEX

Tint, paint, oversized curved glass windows with a "crank out" portion at the rear glass gate with heavy duty hinges, lockable handles, floorliner and interior light.

APEX LITE

Great looks and styling with side sliding windows and sport utility look. Limited applications. Please call for availability.

OUTFITTER

Cab high design with clean lines. A sturdy and practical design. Our best seller for many years! Extra storage space for that long weekend getaway.

VISTA RANGE

Maximum height for optimal load capacity and functionality. Your choice of side sliding windows, with additional bay windows or longer side sliders.

Transporting a bicycle or two? Taking the whole family shopping? No worries about storing your purchases, with locking T-handles for your canopy. Bringing the dogs along for the ride, need to stop and eat but can’t take them along? Open the windows of your canopy, no need to worry about them or your upholstery in your vehicle.

PROFESSIONAL TRADES LIFESTYLE

www.rangerider.com

Transporting a bicycle or two? Taking the whole family shopping? No worries about storing your purchases, with locking T-handles for your canopy. Bringing the dogs along for the ride, need to stop and eat but can’t take them along? Open the windows of your canopy, no need to worry about them or your upholstery in your vehicle.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

Most units come screened, side sliding windows, sturdy gates with lockable T-handles. A front fixed window and high mount 3rd brake light for added safety! Store your fishing rods with ease. Taking the aluminum boat along? Roof racks available along the top for easy access. Camping supplies safe from grueling weather. Hunting? Transport weapons and trophies securely.
FOLDING GARMENT HANGER
Flush-mount, folding hangers to keep your jacket or clothing neatly stowed.

50/50 OR 70/30 SIDE SLIDERS
Choose from either of our convenient sliding side window options. Available in tinted or clear glass.

DROP-DOWN FRONT WINDOWS
Fixed or sliding options available. Allows for easy access between your cab and truck box.

SIDE WINDOORS
Replace one or both of your side sliders with Windoors to access items from the side.

ROOF-RACKS
Equip your canopy with a set of our multi-purpose roof-racks. Great for everything from fishing boats and canoes to ladders.

INTERIOR LIGHTS
12V or battery operated interior lights to assist you in seeing your load even in a dark environment such as a garage or evening campsite.

BEDSLIDE
Never crawl into your truck bed again. Able to hold 1000, 1500, or 2000 lbs!

FOSSLINER INTERIORS
Finish off your new canopy with a carpeted interior.
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